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AbstratThis paper presents a deterministi parsing algorithm for projetive dependeny grammar. Therunning time of the algorithm is linear in the length of the input string, and the dependeny graphprodued is guaranteed to be projetive and ayli. The algorithm has been experimentallyevaluated in parsing unrestrited Swedish text, ahieving an auray above 85% with a verysimple grammar.

1 IntrodutionDespite a long and venerable tradition in linguistis, dependeny grammar has until quite re-ently played a fairly marginal role in natural language parsing. However, dependeny-basedrepresentations have turned out to be useful in statistial approahes to parsing and disambig-uation (see, e.g., Collins [4, 5, 6℄, Eisner [15, 16, 17℄, Samuelsson [25℄) and they also appear wellsuited for languages with less rigid word order onstraints (Covington [9, 10℄, Collins et al. [7℄).Several di�erent parsing tehniques have been used with dependeny grammar. The mostommon approah is probably to use some version of the dynami programming algorithmsfamiliar from ontext-free parsing, with or without statistial disambiguation (Eisner [15, 16,17℄, Barbero et al. [2℄, Courtin and Genthial [8℄, Samuelsson [25℄). Another shool proposesthat dependeny parsing should be ast as a onstraint satisfation problem and solved usingonstraint programming (Maruyama [22℄, Menzel and Shröder [24℄, Duhier [12, 13, 14℄).Here I will instead pursue a deterministi approah to dependeny parsing, similar to shift-redue parsing for ontext-free grammar. In the past, deterministi parsing of natural languagehas mostly been motivated by psyholinguisti onerns, as in the well-known Parsifal systemof Marus [21℄. However, deterministi parsing also has the more diret pratial advantageof providing very e�ient disambiguation. If the disambiguation an be performed with highauray and robustness, deterministi parsing beomes an interesting alternative to more tra-ditional algorithms for natural language parsing. There are potential appliations of naturallanguage parsing, for example in information retrieval, where it may not always be neessary toonstrut a omplete dependeny struture for a sentene, as long as dependeny relations anbe identi�ed with good enough auray, but where e�ieny an be vital beause of the largeamount of data to be proessed. It may also be possible to improve parse auray by addingustomized post-proessing in order to orret typial errors introdued by the parser. In thisway, deterministi dependeny parsing an be seen as a ompromise between so-alled deep
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Figure 1: Dependeny graph for Swedish sentene
and shallow proessing. It is a kind of deep proessing in that the goal is to build a ompletesyntati analysis for the input string, not just identify basi onstituents as in partial parsing.But it resembles shallow proessing in being robust, e�ient and deterministi.In this paper, I present an algorithm that produes projetive dependeny graphs deter-ministially in linear time. Preliminary experiments indiate that parsing auray above 85%for unrestrited text is attainable with a very simple grammar. In setion 2, I introdue theneessary onepts from dependeny grammar and the spei� form of grammar rules requiredby the parser. In setion 3, I de�ne the algorithm and prove that its worst ase running timeis linear in the size of the input; I also prove that the dependeny graphs produed by thealgorithm are projetive and ayli. In setion 4, I present preliminary results onerningthe parsing auray when applied to unrestrited Swedish text, using a simple hand-raftedgrammar. In setion 5, I onlude with some suggestions for further researh.
2 Projetive Dependeny GrammarThe linguisti tradition of dependeny grammar omprises a large and fairly diverse familyof grammatial theories and formalisms that share ertain basi assumptions about syntatistruture, in partiular the assumption that syntati struture onsists of lexial nodes linkedby binary relations alled dependenies (see, e.g., Tesnière [30℄, Sgall et al. [26℄, Mel'£uk [23℄,Hudson [20℄). Thus, the ommon formal property of dependeny strutures, as ompared tothe representations based on onstitueny (or phrase struture), is the lak of phrasal nodes.In a dependeny struture, every lexial node is dependent on at most one other lexialnode, usually alled its head or regent, whih means that the struture an be represented asa direted graph, with nodes representing lexial elements and ars representing dependenyrelations. Figure 1 shows a dependeny graph for a simple Swedish sentene, where eah wordof the sentene is labeled with its part of speeh.Over and above these minimal assumptions, di�erent varieties of dependeny grammar im-pose di�erent onditions on dependeny graphs. (In fat, not even the onstraint that eahlexial node has at most one head is adopted universally; f. Hudson [20℄.) The following threeonstraints are ommon in the literature and will all be adopted in the sequel:1. Dependeny graphs should be ayli.2. Dependeny graphs should be onneted.3. Dependeny graphs should be projetive.Adopting the �rst and seond of these onditions is tantamount to the assumption that thedependeny graph forms a rooted tree, with a single lexial node being the transitive head of



all others. For example, the dependeny graph in Figure 1 is a tree with the �nite verb målade(painted) as the root node.While the onditions of ayliity and onnetedness are adopted in most versions of depend-eny grammar, the projetivity onstraint is more ontroversial and an in fat be seen as amajor branh point within this tradition. However, most researhers seem to agree that, evenif the assumption of projetivity is questionable from a theoretial point of view, it is never-theless a reasonable approximation in pratial parsing systems. First of all, it must be notedthat projetivity is not a property of the dependeny graph in itself but only in relation to thelinear ordering of tokens in the surfae string. Several di�erent de�nitions of projetivity anbe found in the literature, but they are all roughly equivalent (see, e.g., Mel£uk [23℄, Hudson[20℄, Sleator and Temperley [27, 28℄). I will follow Hudson [20℄ and de�ne projetivity in termsof an extended notion of adjaeny:1. A dependeny graph is projetive i� every dependent node is graph adjaent to its head.2. Two nodes n and n0 are graph adjaent i� every node n00 ourring between n and n0 in thesurfae string is dominated by n or n0 in the graph.Note that projetivity does not imply that the graph is onneted; nor does it imply that thegraph is ayli (although it does exlude yles of length greater than 2).We are now in a position to de�ne what we mean by a well-formed dependeny graph:� A string of words W is represented as a list of tokens, where eah token n = (i; w) is a paironsisting of a position i and a word form w; the funtional expressions pos(n) = i andlex(n) = w an be used to extrat the position and word form of a token. We let < denotethe omplete and strit ordering of tokens in W , i.e. n < n0 i� pos(n) < pos(n0).� A dependeny graph for W is a direted graph D = (NW ; A), where the set of nodes NWis the set of tokens in W , and the ar relation A is a binary, irre�exive relation on NW .We write n ! n0 to say that there is an ar from n to n0, i.e. (n; n0) 2 A; we use !� todenote the re�exive and transitive losure of the ar relation A; and we use $ and $� forthe orresponding undireted relations, i.e. n$ n0 i� n! n0 or n0 ! n.� A dependeny graph D = (NW ; A) is well-formed i� the following onditions are satis�ed:Single head (8nn0 n00) (n!n0 ^ n00!n0) ) n = n00Ayli (8nn0):(n!n0 ^ n0!�n)Conneted (8nn0) n$�n0Projetive (8nn0 n00) (n$n0 ^ n<n00<n0) ) (n!�n00 _ n0!�n00)Finally, let us note that all dependeny graphs onsidered in this paper are unlabeled, in thesense that they have no labels on the edges representing di�erent kinds of dependeny relations(suh as subjet, objet, adverbial, et.).Most formalizations of dependeny grammar use rules that speify whole on�gurations ofdependents for a given head, using some notion of valene frames (Hays [19℄, Gaifman [18℄,Carroll and Charniak [3℄, Sleator and Temperley [27, 28℄, Barbero et al. [2℄, Eisner [17℄, De-busmann [11℄). Here I will instead use a muh simpler formalism, where only binary relations



between heads and dependents an be spei�ed. More preisely, a grammar G is a pair (T;R),where T is a (terminal) voabulary (set of word forms) and R is a set of rules of the followingform (where w;w0 2 T ): w  w0w ! w0
Given a string of words with nodes n and n0 suh that lex(n) = w, lex(n0) = w0 and n < n0,the �rst rule says that n0 an be the head of n, while the seond rule says that n an be thehead of n0. Rules of the �rst kind are referred to as right-headed, rules of the seond kind asleft-headed. The grammar rules used here are very similar to Covington's [9℄ notion of D-rules,exept that the latter are undireted, and I will therefore all them direted D-rules. DiretedD-rules are also similar to � but simpler than � the �dependeny relations� of Courtin andGenthial [8℄.Finally, it is worth pointing out that, even though the parsing algorithm de�ned in thenext setion presupposes direted D-rules, this does not exlude its use with more traditionaldependeny grammars, sine it is usually straightforward to extrat direted D-rules from thesegrammars. For example, given a grammar in the formalism of Hays [19℄, we an onstrut aset of direted D-rules in the following way:� For every rule X(X�m � � �X�1 �X1 � � �Xn) in the original grammar, introdue rules wl  wand w ! wr for every w 2 X;wl 2 X�m [ � � � [X�1; wr 2 X1 [ � � � [Xn.However, using the parsing algorithm de�ned in the next setion with the direted D-rulesextrated in this way will not result in a parser for the original grammar, sine the extratedrules normally impose muh weaker onstraints on the dependeny struture than the originalrules.
3 Parsing AlgorithmThe parsing algorithm presented in this setion is in many ways similar to the basi shift-reduealgorithm for ontext-free grammars (Aho et al. [1℄), although the parse ations are di�erentgiven that we are using direted D-rules instead of ontext-free grammar rules. For example,sine there are no nonterminal symbols in the grammar, the stak will never ontain anythingbut input tokens (graph nodes), and a redue ation simply amounts to popping the topmostelement from the stak.Parser on�gurations are represented by triples hS; I; Ai, where S is the stak (representedas a list), I is the list of (remaining) input tokens, and A is the (urrent) ar relation forthe dependeny graph. (The set of of nodes NW in the dependeny graph is given by theinput string, as de�ned in the preeding setion, and need not be represented expliitly in theon�guration.) Given an input string W , the parser is initialized to hnil;W; ;i and terminateswhen it reahes a on�guration hS;nil; Ai (for any list S and set of ars A). The input stringWis aepted if the dependeny graph D = (NW ; A) given at termination is well-formed; otherwiseW is rejeted. The behavior of the parser is de�ned by the transitions de�ned in Figure 2 (wheren and n0 are arbitrary graph nodes):



Initialization hnil;W; ;iTermination hS;nil; AiLeft-Ar hnjS; n0jI; Ai ! hS; n0jI; A [ f(n0; n)gi lex(n) lex(n0) 2 R:9n00(n00; n) 2 ARight-Ar hnjS; n0jI; Ai ! hn0jnjS; I; A [ f(n; n0)gi lex(n)! lex(n0) 2 R:9n00(n00; n0) 2 ARedue hnjS; I; Ai ! hS; I; Ai 9n0(n0; n) 2 AShift hS; njI; Ai ! hnjS; I; Ai
Figure 2: Parser transitions

� The transition Left-Ar adds an ar n0 ! n from the next input token n0 to the node n ontop of the stak and redues (pops) n from the stak, provided that the grammar ontainsthe rule lex(n)  lex(n0) and provided that the graph does not ontain an ar n00 ! n.The reason that the dependent node is immediately redued is to eliminate the possibilityof adding an ar n ! n0 (should the grammar ontain the rule lex(n) ! lex(n0)), whihwould reate a yle in the graph.� The transition Right-Ar adds an ar n ! n0 from the node n on top of the stak to thenext input token n0, liensed by an appropriate grammar rule, and shifts (pushes) n0 ontothe stak. The reason that the dependent node is immediately shifted is the same as in thepreeding ase, i.e. to prevent the reation of yles. (Sine n0 must be redued before n anbeome topmost again, no further ar linking these nodes an ever be added.)� The transition Redue simply redues (pops) the node n on top of the stak, provided thatthis node has a head. This transition is needed for ases where a single head has multipledependents on the right, in whih ase the loser dependent nodes must be redued beforears an be added to the more distant ones. The ondition that the redued node has a headis neessary to ensure that the dependeny graph is projetive, sine otherwise there ouldbe ungoverned nodes between a head and its dependent.� The transition Shift, �nally, simply shifts (pushes) the next input token n onto the stak.This transition is needed for ases where a right dependent has its own left dependents, inwhih ase these dependents have to be redued (by Left-Ar transitions) before the ar anbe added from the head to the right dependent. Moreover, the Shift transition, whih has noondition assoiated with it exept that the input list is non-empty, is needed to guaranteetermination.The transitions Left-Ar and Redue have in ommon that they redue the stak size by1 without a�eting the length of the input list. I will therefore all these transitions pop-transitions in the following. In a similar fashion, Right-Ar and Shift have in ommon that



W = på 60-talet målade han tavlor R � f på ! 60-talet,(in) (the-60's) (painted) (he) (pitures) på  målade,målade ! han,målade ! tavlor ghnil; på 60-talet målade han tavlor; ;iS�! hpå; 60-talet målade han tavlor; ;iRA�! h60-talet på;målade han tavlor; f(på; 60-talet)giR�! hpå;målade han tavlor; f(på; 60-talet)giLA�! hnil;målade han tavlor; f(på; 60-talet); (målade; på)giS�! hmålade; han tavlor; f(på; 60-talet); (målade; på)giRA�! hhan målade; tavlor; f(på; 60-talet); (målade; på); (målade; han)giR�! hmålade; tavlor; f(på; 60-talet); (målade; på); (målade; han)giRA�! htavlor målade;nil; f(på; 60-talet); (målade; på); (målade; han); (målade; tavlor)gi
Figure 3: Parse of Swedish sentene

they redue the length of the input list by 1 and inreases the size of the stak by 1 and willtherefore be alled push-transitions.As it stands, this transition system is nondeterministi, sine several transitions often applyto the same on�guration, and in order to get a deterministi parser we need to impose somesheduling poliy on top of the system. The simplest way to do this is to use a onstant priorityordering of transitions Left-Ar > Right-Ar > Redue > Shift (where a > b means thata has higher priority than b). Figure 3 shows how a redued variant of the Swedish sentene inFigure 1 an be parsed using this priority ordering (with the obvious transition labels LA =Left-Ar, RA = Right-Ar, R = Redue, S = Shift).Deiding how to resolve these on�its is ruial from the point of view of parsing auray,as we will see in the next setion, but it does not a�et the basi properties of the parserwith respet to running time and well-formedness of the dependeny graph produed. For theremainder of this setion, I will therefore simply assume that there exists some unspei�eddeterminization of the parser (perhaps randomized) suh that exatly one of the permissibletransitions is hosen for every non-terminal on�guration.� Proposition 1: Given an input string W of length n, the parser terminates after at most2n transitions.� Proof of Proposition 1: We �rst show that a transition sequene starting from an initialon�guration hnil;W; ;i an ontain at most n push-transitions and that suh a sequenemust be terminating:1. push-transitions have as a preondition that the urrent input list is non-empty and de-reases its length by 1. Sine there are no transitions that inrease the length of the inputlist, the maximum number of push-transitions is n. For the same reason, a transitionsequene ontaining n push-transitions must end in a on�guration hS;nil; Ai, whih isterminal.



We then show that a transition sequene ontaining n push-transitions an ontain at mostn pop-transitions:2. pop-transitions have as a preondition that the stak S is non-empty and have as an e�etthat the size of S is dereased by 1. Sine the initial on�guration has an empty S, andsine the only transitions that inrease the size of S are push-transitions of whih therean be no more than n instanes, it follows that the maximum number of pop-transitionsis also n.Given that the number of pop-transitions is bounded by the number of push-transitions,and given that at least one push-transition (Shift) is appliable to every non-terminal on-�guration, we onlude that, for every initial on�guration hnil;W; ;i with an input list Wof length n, there exists a transition sequene ontaining exatly n push-transitions and atmost n pop-transitions leading to a terminal on�guration hS;nil; Ai. 2The pratial signi�ane of Proposition 1 is that the parser is guaranteed to be both e�ientand robust. As long as eah transition an be performed in onstant time, whih only requires areasonable hoie of data strutures for lookup of grammar rules and graph ars, the worst aserunning time of the algorithm will be linear in the length of the input. Moreover, even if theparser does not sueed in building a well-formed dependeny graph, it is always guaranteed toterminate.� Proposition 2: The dependeny graph G = (NW ; A) given at parser termination is projet-ive and ayli.� Proof of Proposition 2: For projetivity we need to show that, for every input stringW , if hnil;W; ;i !� hS;nil; Ai then the graph (NW ; A) is projetive, whih means that, forevery pair (n; n0) 2 A, n and n0 are graph adjaent in G. Assume hnil;W; ;i !� hS;nil; Aiand assume (n; n0) 2 A. Sine graph adjaeny is a symmetri relation, we an without lossof generality assume that n < n0. Then we have hnil;W; ;i !� hS0; njn1j � � � jnkjn0jI; A0i !hnjS0; n1j � � � jnkjn0jI; A00i !� hnjS0; n0jI; A000i !� hS;nil; Ai. What we need to show is thatall of n1; : : : ; nk are dominated by n or n0 in A, but sine no ars involving n1; : : : ; nk anbe in A00 or A � A000, it is su�ient to show that this holds in A00 � A000. We �rst observethat the redution of k nodes requires exatly 2k transitions, sine every redution requiresa Shift followed by a Left-Ar, or a Right-Ar followed by a Redue (although the twotransitions in eah pair need not be adjaent in the sequene). Let �(k) be the laim thatif hnjS0; n1j � � � jnkjn0jI; A00i !2k hnjS0; n0jI; A000i then all of n1; : : : ; nk are dominated by nor n0 in A000, parameterized on the number k of nodes between n and n0. We now use anindutive proof to show that �(k) holds for all k � 0:1. Basis: If k = 0 then n and n0 are string adjaent and �(k) holds vauously.2. Indution: Assume �(k) (k � 0) and assume that hnjS0; n1j � � � jnkjn0jI; A00i !2(k+1)hnjS0; n0jI; A000i. We begin by noting that the �rst transition in this sequene must be apush-transition, beause otherwise n would be redued and would not be on the stak inthe �nal on�guration. Hene, we need to onsider two ases:(a) If the �rst transition is Right-Ar, then n1 must be redued with a Redue transitionand there exists some m � 0 suh that:



hnjS0; n1j � � � jnkjn0jI; A00i !hn1jnjS0; n2j � � � jnkjn0jI; A00 [ f(n; n1)gi !2mhn1jnjS0; n2+mj � � � jnkjn0jI; A0000i !hnjS0; n2+mj � � � jnkjn0jI; A0000i !2(k+1)�(2m+2)hnjS0; n0jI; A000iSine 2(k + 1)� (2m+ 2) � 2k, we an use the indutive hypothesis to infer that n andn0 are adjaent.(b) If the �rst transition is Shift, then n1 must be redued with a Left-Ar transition andthere exists some m � 0 suh that:hnjS0; n1j � � � jnkjn0jI; A00i !hn1jnjS0; n2j � � � jnkjn0jI; A00i !2mhn1jnjS0; n2+mj � � � jnkjn0jI; A000i !hnjS0; n2+mj � � � jnkjn0jI; A000 [ f(n2+m; n1)gi !2(k+1)�(2m+2)hnjS0; n0jI; A000iAgain, it follows from the indutive hypothesis that n and n0 are adjaent.The proof that (NW ; A) is free of yles is analogous to the proof of projetivity, exept thatwe onsider the laim 	(k) that if hnjS0; n1j � � � jnkjn0jI; A00i !2k hnjS0; n0jI; A000i then thereis no path from n to n0 or from n0 to n, again parameterized on the number k of nodes betweenn and n0. Here the base ase follows from the de�nition of Left-Ar and Right-Ar, whihprevents yles of length 2. 2In virtue of Proposition 2, we know that even if a stringW is rejeted by the parser, the resultingdependeny graph (NW ; A) is projetive and ayli, although not neessarily onneted. Infat, the graph will onsist of a number of onneted omponents, eah of whih forms a well-formed dependeny graph for a substring of W . This is important from the point of view ofrobustness, sine eah of these omponents represent a partial analysis of the input string.
4 Empirial EvaluationIn order to estimate the parsing auray that an be expeted with the algorithm desribedin the preeding setion and a grammar onsisting of direted D-rules, a small experiment wasperformed using data from the Stokholm-Umeå Corpus of written Swedish (SUC [29℄), whihis a balaned orpus onsisting of �tional and non-�tional texts, organized in the same way asthe Brown orpus of Amerian English. The experiment is based on a random sample onsistingof about 4000 words, made up of 16 onneted segments, and ontaining 257 sentenes in total,whih have been manually annotated with dependeny graphs by the author.The Stokholm-Umeå Corpus is annotated for parts of speeh (and manually orreted), andthe tagged sentenes were used as input to the parser. This means that the voabulary of thegrammar onsists of word-tag pairs, although most of the grammar rules used only take partsof speeh into aount. The grammar used in the experiment is hand-rafted and ontains atotal of 126 rules, divided into 90 left-headed rules (of the form w ! w0) and 36 right-headedrules (of the form w  w0).



Parser Mean StdBaseline 80.0 13.2S/R 87.8 11.0S/RA 89.0 10.6Table 1: Attahment sores (mean and standard deviation)
Parsing auray was measured by the attahment sore used by Eisner [15℄ and Collins etal. [7℄, whih is omputed as the proportion of words in a sentene that is assigned the orrethead (or no head if the word is a root). The overall attahment sore was then alulated asthe mean attahment sore over all sentenes in the sample.As mentioned in the previous setion, di�erent sheduling poliies for the parser transitionsyield di�erent deterministi parsers. In this experiment, three di�erent versions of the parserwere ompared:� The baseline parser uses the onstant priority ordering of transitions de�ned in setion 3Left-Ar > Right-Ar > Redue > Shift (f. also Figure 3).� The seond parser, alled S/R, retains the ordering Left-Ar > Right-Ar > Redue,Shift but uses the following simple rule to resolve Shift/Redue on�its:If the node on top of the stak an be a transitive head of the next input token (aordingto the grammar) then Shift; otherwise Redue.� The third parser, alled S/RA, in addition uses a simple lookahead for resolving Shift/Right-Ar on�its, preferring a Shift-transition over a Right-Ar-transition in on�gurationswhere the token on top of the stak is a verb and the next token ould be a post-modi�er ofthis verb but ould also be a pre-modi�er of a following token, as in the following example(f. Figure 1):PN VB AB JJ NNhan målar extremt djärva tavlor(he) (paints) (extremely) (bold) (pitures)Making a Shift-transition in these ases is equivalent to a general preferene for the pre-modi�er interpretation.Table 1 shows the mean attahment sore and standard deviation obtained for the three di�erentparsers. We an see that the parsing auray improves with the more omplex shedulingpoliies, all di�erenes being statistially signi�ant despite the relatively small sample (pairedt-test, � = :05). There are no diretly omparable results for Swedish text, but Eisner [15℄reports an auray of 90% for probabilisti dependeny parsing of English text, sampled fromthe Wall Street Journal setion of the Penn Treebank. Moreover, if the orret part of speehtags are given with the input, auray inreases to almost 93%. Collins et al. [7℄ report anauray of 91% for English text (the same orpus as in Eisner [15℄) and 80% auray for Czehtext. Given that Swedish is intermediate between English and Czeh with regard to in�etionalrihness and freedom of word order, the results seem rather promising, even with the 3% dropin auray that an be expeted when a part of speeh tagger is used to preproess the input



(Eisner [15℄). However, it should also be remembered that the empirial basis for evaluationis still very small. With a 95% on�dene interval, the auray of the best parser an beestimated to lie in the range 85�93%, so a onservative onlusion is that a parsing aurayabove 85% is ahievable.
5 ConlusionThe parsing algorithm presented in this paper has two attrative properties. It is robust, inthe sense that it produes a projetive and ayli dependeny graph for any input string, andit is e�ient, produing these graphs in linear time. The ruial question for further researhis whether the algorithm an ahieve good enough auray to be useful in pratial parsingsystems. So far, it has been used with deterministi sheduling poliies and simple diretedD-rules to ahieve reasonable auray when parsing unrestrited Swedish text. Topis tobe investigated in the future inlude both alternative sheduling poliies, possibly involvingstohasti models, and alternative grammar formalisms, enoding stronger onstraints on well-formed dependeny strutures.
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